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Row Note: Write all the answers on the answer sheet. Mark 

A   Spelling  

 Look at the pictures and unscramble the following letters to make a correct word.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 xreecsie                      ilqdui                       ifrefghirte                     irffgae 
1. ___________            2. ___________              3.  ___________                4. ___________   

1 

B   Vocabulary  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 According to the pictures, complete the following sentences.  
 

5. A/an __________ is a building from which we can watch the moon, planets and stars.  

6. There are millions of red blood _____________ that carry oxygen round the body.  

7.  Some small living things can only see under a/an _____________. 
 

1.1 

C  

 Match the definitions in column A with the words in column B. (One is extra in column B.)  
                                               A                                                           B 

8. strong and well  ______ a. future 

9. An organ inside our head   ______ b. lion  

11. A wild animal of the cat family  ______ c. healthy 

11. The time after now  ______ d. human 

 e. brain 
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D  

 Unscramble the following sentence.  

12. hope / to / injured / they / save / animal / the / .  

           _________________________________________________________    

1 

E  

 Choose the best answer.  

13. The Hubble telescope _______ Earth every 97 minutes.  

a. goes around             b. puts out                    c. takes care                d. dies out 

14. People can do ________ work in national wildlife museums to help animals. 

a. boring                      b. dangerous                c. voluntary                 d. safe    

15. Japanese people make ________ food with fish. 

a. endangered              b. delicious                  c. important                 d. national  

16. The brave soldiers are always ready to ________ their country. 

        a. collect                      b. carry                        c. donate                      d. defend  

   1 

F  Grammar  
 Find the grammatical mistake in each sentence.  Then write the correct form in your 

answer sheet. 

 

17. John is the better student in the class.   _____________ 

18. Sara thinks her father is the bravest than her uncle.  _____________ 

19. They going to read some poems.   _____________ 

21. What will the tourists do last summer?   _____________ 

2 

G  

 Circle the correct form in parentheses.  

21.  Gold is (expensive – more expensive – most expensive) than silver. 

22.  Look at those black clouds in the sky. It (is going to rain – will rain – rains).  

1 

H  

 Choose the correct answer. 

23.  A:  “Jimmy! ________ are you going to travel abroad?”     

 B:  “Umm… two weeks later” 

 a. How                        b. Where                       c.  What             d. When 

24.  A: Are you the ________ person in your family? 

 B: No, I am ________ as Johnson.  

 a.  shortest / as taller                                         b. tallest / as tall            

 c. the tallest / as tall as                                      d. the shortest / as tall as              

25.  My brother is a very_______ student in his school. 

 a. good                        b. best                            c. the best                     d. better  

26.  Alice:  “Listen! The phone is ringing.”     

         Joe:     “OK, I ________it.” 

a. answer                     b. will answer               c.  answered                 d. am going to answer         

2 
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I  

 Make question. 

27. Reza is going to watch TV tonight. 

Who ______________________________________________? 

28. The students will go on a school trip tomorrow morning. 

When _____________________________________________? 

2 

J Writing 

 Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words in parentheses. 

29. Mashhad is ___________ than Abadan. (busy) 

31. Our neighbor is a farmer. He has two ___________. (child) 

31. Ali’s brothers are hardworking ___________. (postman) 

32. Elephants are the ___________ land animals. (big) 

2 

K  

 Circle the correct answer.  

33. Amin (Askari – askari) is a pilot. He is 04 (years – Years) old. He lives with his (Wife – wife) 

and his son and daughter in (Shiraz – shiraz). 

1 

L  

 Circle the Noun Markers in the following sentence. 

34. My grandfather is a zookeeper.  

35. I saw two wolves in the zoo. 

1 

M  

 Put the adjectives in the correct column based on their types. (One adjective is extra.) 

36.  tall – Iranian – rocky – kind – young  

Quality Size Age Nationality  

    
 

1 

N  

 Circle one odd out. 

37.  a. flower                      b. apple                        c. tree                           d. hope 

38.  a. modern                    b. beautiful                   c. nice                          d. neat 

.1 

O  Pronunciation  

39. Choose the appropriate intonation (falling      , rising      ) for each sentence.  

A: How was your trip?  

B: It was very interesting. 

 A: Do you like to go abroad again?   

a.        /           /                                  c.          /          /  

b.        /         /                                    d.        /           /  

.1 
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P  Cloze Test  

 Complete the text with the following words.  

different – attack – in fact – living cell - everywhere 

Bacteria and viruses are two important microbes. Bacteria are very small. They have only one 

cell. They can live (41) ________. Bacteria aren’t all bad; (41) ________ you couldn’t live 

without some bacteria. 

Viruses are smaller than bacteria. They are (42) ________ from bacteria because they need to be 

inside a (43) ________ to live and grow. There aren’t many good things about viruses – as Corona 

virus, they usually (44) ________ your body and make you sick. 

2.1 

Q   Reading 

 Read the passage, then answer its questions. 

Today, there are some endangered animals on Earth. It means that we can find only a few of them 

around us. Some examples are whales, pandas, tigers and Asian elephants. 

   Humans destroy the natural homes of the animals in the forests, lakes, and plains. When the 

number of people on Earth increases, they need more places for living. They cut down trees and 

destroy lakes. They make homes and roads instead. Then the animals won’t have a place to live. 

They will die out. 

   The Iranian cheetah is among these animals. This wild animal lives only in the plains of Iran. 

Now there are only a few Iranian cheetahs alive. If people take care of them, there is hope for this 

beautiful animal to live. 

   Recently, families pay more attention to nature, students learn about saving wildlife, and some 

hunters don’t go hunting anymore. In this way, the number of cheetahs is going to increase in the 

future. 

45. Which of the following is not an endangered animal? 

a. whale             b. panda                c. African elephant             d. tiger 

46. Destroying lakes and forests harms wildlife because _______. 

a. it increases the number of people 

b. animals won’t have a place for living  

c. humans make roads and homes instead  

d. students can’t learn about saving wildlife  

47. The underlined word “them” in paragraph three refers to _______. 

a. plains             b. people               c. Iranian cheetahs            d. animals 

48. Complete the sentence according to the passage:  

           “If people don’t take care of animals, they will __________.”   

49. Today, there aren’t any endangered animals on Earth.     True             False   

51. Plains are the natural homes of Iranian cheetahs.             True             False  

GOOD LUCK! 
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